Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Relations with Material Issues
The Mitsubishi Estate Group implemented internal working units throughout the Group in fiscal 2018 to
promote further Group-wide integration of sustainability and management. In the working units, we newly
identified the themes that the Group should focus on in consideration of the SDGs as the seven material
issues (key issues in sustainability management) as well as the associated opportunities and risks. Then the
Group formulated Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs based on these seven material issues. The
Group will work to achieve its key themes derived from this process in its Long-Term Management Plan 2030.

Opportunities and Risks for Each Material Issue
Material issues and their related key themes set out in Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs
Related Key Themes in
Mitsubishi Estate
Group 2030 Goals for
SDGs

Main Opportunities

Main Risks

Environment

● Increasing need for acquisition and leasing of
real estate with low environmental impact
● Increasing need for acquisition and leasing of real
estate with resilience following natural disasters
● Decreasing cost of environmental
countermeasures and investment with the
advancement of technological innovation

● Declining asset prices and increasing cost of
maintenance and countermeasures due to
intensification and increase in disasters
(urban flooding, etc.) associated with
climate change
● Increasing cost for new real estate
development due to stronger environmental
regulations and for countermeasures due to
tightening of standards for repair work

(1) Environment
(3) Innovation
(4) Resilience

Globality

● Increasing opportunities for real estate
investment and urban development outside Japan
● Increasing demand for facilities and services
to meet needs of non-Japanese customers
● Decreasing personnel expenses, including
construction costs, and resolution of labor
shortages through acceptance of
non-Japanese workers

● Intensifying global inter-city competition
● Increasing country-specific risks and compliance
risks, including supply chain management

(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation

Community

● Increasing need for acquisition and leasing of
real estate with high resilience to natural
disasters, such as earthquakes
● Increasing business opportunities taking
advantage of regional revitalization and
urban development expertise
● Increasing demand for facilities and services
tailored to diverse lifestyles and working and
consumption styles, including acceleration of
telework and increase in freelancing

● Falling asset values and rising expenses for
maintenance and countermeasures due to
earthquakes and other natural disasters
● Declining public order and falling asset
values for surrounding areas due to aging
buildings and rise in vacant housing
● Declining demand for facilities and services
associated with increase in telework, etc.

(1) Environment
(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation
(4) Resilience

Diversity

● Increasing demand for facilities and services
tailored to diverse lifestyles and working and
consumption styles

● Declining demand for facilities and services with
inadequate provision for diversified needs

(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation

Declining
Birthrate and
Aging
Population

● Increasing demand for facilities and services
tailored to new needs accompanying
demographic change
● Increasing need for facilities and services
tailored to universal design, including
barrier-free access

● Decreasing demand for facilities and services
accompanying demographic change (decline
in working population, etc.)

(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation

Leveraging
Existing
Properties

● Increasing need for renovation and effective
use of existing properties
● Reducing waste accompanying longer
demolition/rebuilding span due to effective
use of existing properties

● Declining need for newly built real estate which
is highly priced compared with existing and
older properties
● Increasing expenses for repairs and disaster
countermeasures accompanying aging
of properties

(1) Environment
(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation
(4) Resilience

Digital
Innovation

● Streamlining facility operation and increasing
convenience utilizing IT and robots
● Increasing need and opportunities for
utilization in smart communities, residences,
and offices

● Declining need for physical stores and services
accompanying development of online
shopping, including e-commerce
● Declining demand for facilities and services due
to delayed provision for introduction of IT and
digital innovation

(1) Environment
(2) Diversity & Inclusion
(3) Innovation
(4) Resilience

Material Issues

Main Values Provided
● Sustainable, resilient, safe and secure urban development

● Socially Inclusive Urban Development

● Urban development managed for climate change,

● Abundant and comfortable urban development

● Borderless urban development with respect for

● Efficient and eco-friendly urban development

● Interactive, value-added urban development based

● Cutting-edge urban development with

waste, and energy

diverse backgrounds worldwide

on knowledge-building and networks
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responding to demographic and lifestyle changes
leveraging existing properties
continual open innovation

Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Key Themes and KPIs

Key Theme

1: Environment

P14

Sustainable urban development that proactively
addresses climate change and environmental issues
● GHG emissions: 35% reduction by 2030 (compared to FY2017)

＊87% reduction by 2050 / Target approved by the SBT initiative

● Renewable power ratio: 25% in 2030 ＊100% in 2050 / Joined RE100

● Promote waste recycling and reduction of emissions focusing on food and plastic items

● Waste recycling rate: 90% in 2030
● Waste disposal: 20% reduction by 2030 (compared to FY2019, per m 2)
● Promote sustainable timber use
● Establish traceability of timber to be used in businesses

Key Theme

2: Diversity ＆ Inclusion

P16

Urban development that responds to lifestyle and human
resources trends and facilitates active participation for all
● Strengthen hospitality and realize stress-free cities
● Respect different lifestyles, local customs, religions, and sexual orientation

Key Theme

3: Innovation

P18

Innovative urban development that continuously
renews society
● Innovate business models and maximize performance
● Support the creation of new ideas and businesses from the perspective of
urban development, contribute to the growth of cities and industries

Key Theme

4: Resilience

P20

Dynamic, flexible urban development that builds disasterresilient communities and prioritizes safety and security
● Enhance disaster preparedness to minimize functional stagnation during disasters
● Enhance BCP function through hardware measures and strengthen neighborhood communication
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Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Initiatives

Our Action
Key Theme 1

Environment

Sustainable urban development that proactively
addresses climate change and environmental issues

Reducing Greenhouse Gases and Promoting Use of Renewable Energy
As part of its effort to help realize a society with a low carbon footprint, The Mitsubishi Estate Group has
set out Group-wide medium- to long-term greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets (approved by
the SBT initiative*1 in April 2019 as being based on scientific evidence) and is steadily working to achieve
the targets. Moreover, in January 2020, Mitsubishi Estate joined RE100 *2 and made a commitment to
introduce 100% renewable energy for the electricity used in its business activities by 2050.
These two goals are positioned as important parts of the Environment theme in the Mitsubishi Estate
Group 2030 Goals for SDGs, and the Group is working together to deepen its initiatives in these areas.
*1 The Science Based Targets initiative is a joint initiative by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), CDP (an international NGO that
provides investors, companies, cities, states and regions with a global disclosure platform to manage their environmental impacts),
UN Global Compact, and the World Resources Institute (WRI) to encourage corporations to set science-based targets for achieving
the 2°C target under the Paris Agreement.
*2 RE100 is a global corporate initiative led by The Climate Group, an international NGO working to accelerate climate action, in
partnership with CDP. RE100 brings together influential businesses committed to switching to 100% renewable energy for the
electricity they use.

Examples of Initiatives

Installation of Hybrid Power Generation System at Marunouchi
Building Reducing CO2 Emissions Approximately 50%
In March 2019, Mitsubishi Estate installed a new power system at the Marunouchi
Building. Developed by Mitsubishi Power, Ltd. (former Mitsubishi Hitachi Power
Systems, Ltd.), it is a pressurized hybrid power generation system integrating a solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) with a micro gas turbine (MGT). Instead of burning fuel, the
SOFC generates electricity from the chemical reaction between oxygen in the air
and hydrogen and carbon monoxide extracted from the fuel. It is a clean and
high-efficiency system, as it reduces CO2 emissions by approximately 50%
compared with conventional purchased electricity. It is a decentralized
cogeneration system that contributes to energy conservation and minimizing
environmental impact, thus helping to realize a society with a low carbon footprint.

Hybrid power
generation system

Marunouchi Building

Marunouchi Building and Otemon Tower-ENEOS Building
Begin Using Electricity Derived from Renewable Energy with
CO2 Emission Coefficient of Zero

OtemonTower-ENEOS
Building
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Mitsubishi Estate concluded an electricity supply agreement with ENEOS Corporation in March 2020 for the
supply of electricity derived from renewable energy at the Marunouchi Building and the Otemon Tower-ENEOS
Building. Beginning April 1, approximately 60% of the electricity at the Marunouchi Building and approximately
40% of the electricity at the Otemon Tower-ENEOS Building was derived from renewable energy.
Derived from wood biomass and generated by Kawasaki Biomass Electric Power Co., Ltd., the clean electricity
meets international standards, including Science Based Targets (SBT) and RE100, in addition to Japan’s framework
(Energy Conservation Law) as electricity with a CO2 emission coefficient of zero. Mitsubishi Estate expects a total
reduction in CO2 of approximately 10,000t/year for the two buildings combined.
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Please visit the following website for details of initiatives relating to Key Theme 1: Environment.
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/goals/environment/

Promoting Utilization of CLT to
Further Expand Use of Japan-grown Timber
Japan’s forests account for some two-thirds of the country’s land mass, with their 40%
being planted forests. Many such forests were planted after World War II, and today
more than half of these planted forests are five decades old or more, having reached
their harvestable age. Expanding the use of timber sourced from these forests not only
helps promote Japanese forestry, but is also thought to contribute to the preservation
of Japan’s natural forests.
Based on this perception, the Mitsubishi Estate Group has set out a goal to
promote sustainable timber use under the key theme of Environment in the Mitsubishi
Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs and is promoting the utilization of Japan-grown
timber and certified timber.
The Mitsubishi Estate Group has promoted the use of Japan-grown timber in
construction projects for many years, including the active use of small-diameter trees
and timber from forest thinning in 2x4 wooden-frame houses. In recent years, the Group
has also been focusing efforts on expanding the use of cross laminated timber (CLT).
CLT consists of large-dimension wooden panels formed by laminating layers of
sawn lumber perpendicular to one another. Compared with conventional wooden
panels, its strength is more stable, and it also offers outstanding heat insulation. It is
gaining attention as a construction material that will expand the applications of timber
since it can be used not only for low-rise detached housing, but also for large-scale
structures such as condominiums and office buildings. It also has the advantage that
any waste can be put to use as biomass fuel or pallet material.
Mitsubishi Estate formed the CLT Unit, a dedicated department in fiscal 2017. The
unit is working on research and development aimed at commercialization of CLT and
has already implemented several projects. In order to move the initiative even further
forward, Mitsubishi Estate established MEC Industry Co., Ltd. in January 2020 and
began building a plant for timber processing in Yusui Town, Kagoshima Prefecture. As a
company engaged in the lumber production, processing, manufacture, assembly, and
sale of timber building materials, primarily 2×4s and CLT, an abundance of timber is also
used in the construction of the plant itself. In addition, the use of timber grown in
Kagoshima, Miyazaki, and Kumamoto prefectures on the production line is believed to
contribute to the goal of promoting sustainable timber use.

CLT material image (courtesy of the Japan Cross
Laminated Timber Association)

Projects Utilizing CLT

PARK WOOD Office Iwamotocho—
an 8-story Office Building Built with CLT
PARK WOOD Office Iwamotocho, an 8-story office building using CLT as a structural material,
was completed in March 2020. It is Japan’s first office building over six stories to use CLT as a
structural material and is also the Mitsubishi Estate Group’s first office building to use CLT.
The building was selected for inclusion in the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism’s pilot projects for sustainable buildings (wooden structure) and has attracted
attention as a model for a high-rise non-residential building using CLT in a built-up area.
Incorporating knowledge gained from achievements in PARK WOOD Takamori, a previous
rental apartment project, such as the installation of fire-proof floors, the completed office
building delivers the warm feel of wood.
Other projects utilizing CLT
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/goals/environment/cross-laminated-timber/
PARK WOOD Office Iwamotocho
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Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Initiatives

Our Action
Key Theme 2

Diversity & Inclusion

Urban development that responds to
lifestyle and human resources trends and
facilitates active participation for all

Conducting Corporate Human Rights Due Diligence to Engage
in Business Activities with Respect for Human Rights
The Mitsubishi Estate Group has set diversity & inclusion as one of the key themes for the realization of the Mitsubishi Estate
Group 2030 Goals for SDGs. Respect for human rights is an essential element in the realization of a sustainable world. In order to
fulfill its duty to respect the basic human rights of all stakeholders, the Group formulated the Mitsubishi Estate Group Human
Rights Policy in April 2018 and conducted corporate human rights due diligence. Taking the results into consideration, the
Group decided to implement the following initiatives to provide solutions for social issues.

1. Using sustainably-sourced timber for structural
plywood panels
The structural plywood panels*1 used in construction of offices and housing are made of
lumber imported from Southeast Asia, such as Malaysia and Indonesia. NGOs and other
institutions have said that procurement of some of these materials involves illegal logging,
including the taking of indigenous peoples’ lands and the destruction of the environment.
From the perspectives of human rights and environmental protection, the Mitsubishi Estate
Group has started shifting to lumber that complies with the sustainability-oriented
procurement code*2 (certified lumber/domestic timber) or equivalent since April 2020.
The Group aims for 100% of structural plywood panels that it uses to comply by 2030.

2030 goal

100%
Usage rate of lumber that complies with Sustainable
Sourcing Code for Timber or equivalent

*1 Framework composite boards used for concrete casting in the construction of buildings. Ready-mixed concrete
is put into frameworks made from composite boards for the construction of concrete-based buildings.
*2 The code, in which international agreements and guidelines for sustainability in different sectors are used as a
reference, specifies guidelines and methods of operation aimed at implementing sustainability-oriented
procurement, among other matters.

Example of use of structural plywood panels

2. Respect the human rights of foreign technical interns
The Group will request its suppliers to instruct and make known to their associates, where it is assumed that many technical
interns work, matters in the activities of technical interns that often go unnoticed, such as issues related to pay and daily life,
which were revealed in interviews conducted with foreign technical interns.

3. Corporate human rights due diligence concerning overseas businesses
When considering business activities in Asia, where there are many cases of human rights violations in general, the Group will
conduct corporate human rights due diligence using checklists to confirm whether there were any issues such as forced
evictions in the area. The result will be used in decision-making when participating in business activities.
Please visit the following website for related information.
Human Rights Initiatives
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/activities/social/human-right/
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Please visit the following website for details of initiatives relating to Key Theme 2: Diversity & Inclusion.
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/goals/diversity-and-inclusion/

Inclu Marunouchi, a Center for Supporting the Employment of People
with Disabilities
Tokyo’s Marunouchi area has about 4,300 companies, each of which supports
employee diversity and work-life balance while also providing a working
environment that welcomes people with physical and mental disabilities.
The Mitsubishi Estate Group is creating communities it hopes will be
areas in which anyone, regardless of disabilities, can work comfortably in the
Marunouchi area. As part of these initiatives, the Group opened in October
2018 Inclu Marunouchi, a center for supporting the employment of disabled
people and providing information, on the fifth floor of the Shin-Kokusai
Building, in cooperation with Startline Co., Ltd., a company offering
consultation and support for disabled people.
Inclu Marunouchi provides companies with a wide range of support
services utilizing the Marunouchi area’s convenience and sense of community,
such as providing information on employment for disabled people, offering
satellite offices staffed with support staff and providing consulting services.
Mitsubishi Estate works closely with companies using the center and develops
new ideas and programs to create a working environment where employees
with disabilities further demonstrate their abilities.

Bright entrance of Inclu Marunouchi

Inclu Marunouchi (Japanese only)
https://start-line.jp/business/inclu_marunouchi/

Enhancing Universal Design of JNTO Tourist Information Center (TIC)
for Overseas Visitors

Braille Neue, a new style of braille that can be read
with both the eyes and the fingers

Staff from Inclu Marunouchi checking the braille

Commissioned by the Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO),
Mitsubishi Estate has been operating the JNTO Tourist Information Center for
overseas visitors (JNTO TIC) in the Marunouchi area since January 2012.
Since its establishment, Mitsubishi Estate has put efforts into universal
design that can be easily accessed by all people including overseas visitors
that are elderly or have disabilities. In April 2019, Mitsubishi Estate further
enhanced the universal design in terms of both the physical and human
environment. In light of the recent increase in the number of elderly and
disabled overseas visitors to Japan, Mitsubishi Estate entrusted supervision of
the improvements to Inclu Marunouchi, a facility that supports employment
for people with disabilities in the Marunouchi area, while also referring to
feedback from travelers with disabilities.
In the physical environment, Mitsubishi Estate introduced tactile paving
and Braille Neue, a new style of braille that can be read with both the eyes
and the fingers by overwriting letters onto braille. Mitsubishi Estate also
improved the human environment, which includes the staff of JNTO TIC
taking the Universal Manners Test (UMT).
As a progressive tourist information service that can be used in comfort
by all visitors to Japan, JNTO TIC will also work to share its knowledge on
support for universal design in such ways as hosting inspection tours by
tourism information centers from all over Japan.
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Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Initiatives

Our Action
Key Theme 3

Innovation

Innovative urban development that continuously
renews society

Participating in the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s Task Force
for Promoting Establishment of Implementation Models of Robots to
Accelerate Their Implementation in Urban Development
In fiscal 2018, Mitsubishi Estate established a department to promote reforms to the business model using digital technology—
in other words, digital transformation (DX)—across the Group. This department strives to build an eco-system for the
co-creation of customer value as it works to accelerate cooperative venture and business tie-ins across industries.
As part of these efforts, the department is actively promoting initiatives aimed at enriching urban development using
robots. Facing a future with a declining birthrate and aging population, it promotes various measures to solve issues by
introducing autonomous mobile robot systems and combining new technologies to address labor shortages in services such
as cleaning, security, and transportation. The department has implemented field testing and the introduction of robots at
various facilities owned and operated by the Mitsubishi Estate Group.
In July 2019, Mitsubishi Estate participated in the Task Force for Promoting Establishment of Implementation Models of
Robots launched by the Robotics Policy Office, Manufacturing Industries Bureau, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.
Based on the Plan for Promoting Social Change Taking Advantage of Robots compiled by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry, the goals are to establish a system that involves not only robot manufacturers but also system integrators and users, to
develop human resources targeting teachers and students of technology-focused colleges and industrial high schools, and to
establish systems for basic and applied research, undertaken collaboratively by the industrial and academic sectors, in order to
address mid- to long-term challenges.
By using its expertise gained to date on the utilization of robots, Mitsubishi Estate will continue contributing to the public
implementation of robots through its participation in the task force as well as upgrading its facility management through active
application of diverse, constantly-evolving new technologies.

Examples of a robot for which Mitsubishi has conducted
field testing and introduced

Marble
(Marble, U.S.)

SQ-2
(SEQSENSE, Japan)

Field testing

Field testing and introduction

Replacing human patrols and guards
through advanced autonomous
movement functions

Whiz
(Softbank Robotics,
Japan)
Field testing and introduction

Easy to operate and cleans
on its own. Streamlining
cleaning operations
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Taking on last-mile logistics in areas
where autonomous driving is
possible both indoors and outside

EMIEW3
(Hitachi, Japan)
Field testing and introduction

Enabling effective, high
value-added customer
communication

Please visit the following website for details of initiatives relating to Key Theme 3: Innovation.
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/goals/innovation/

Launch of Micro STARs Dev., a Pioneering Project to Rebuild
the Yurakucho Area
Mitsubishi Estate launched Micro STARs Dev., a pioneering project aimed at rebuilding the Yurakucho area, on December 2,
2019. The Yurakucho area is a Japanese business center, but is also a place where unique personalities are drawn together
through its diverse commercial, cultural, and artistic functions. Based on the concept that “people make the city shine,” the
project places human activities at the center of urban development and cultivates diverse people, ideas, experiences, and
products, as it aims to create a framework for the stars of the next generation and achieve synergies with existing initiatives in
the area. Through the project, Mitsubishi Estate will continue striving toward a new urban development model for the 2020s
and beyond.
The Yurakucho Micro Food & Idea Market and the Yurakucho SAAI Wonder Working Community are central venues to this
project. With its design based on the concept of “a market where curiosity meets up,” the Yurakucho Micro Food & Idea Market
is multi-functional market that anyone can visit. In addition to having retail and display areas and a stage where diverse events
can be held, the market also provides a deli-style menu using ingredients fresh from various regional areas shipped via
Sanchi-Chokuso Ainoribin, a joint food-logistics system.
The Yurakucho SAAI Wonder Working Community is
a working community that is mainly for “intrepreneurs”
(in-house entrepreneurs). It aims to foster individuality that is
not restricted by conventional frameworks and serve as a hub
where individuals can thrive in an era of side jobs and businesses.
Yurakucho Micro STARs Dev.（Japanese only）
https://yurakucho-msd.com/

Launch of Tokyo Marunouchi Innovation Platform to Create Innovation
through Industry, Government, Academia, and Local Neighborhoods
Leveraging Urban Resources
The Association for Creating Sustainability in Urban Development of the Otemachi, Marunouchi, and Yurakucho Districts
(“Ecozzeria Association”) established the Tokyo Marunouchi Innovation Platform (TMIP) in August 2019 to support innovation
creation to solve social issues through collaboration between industry, government, academia, and local neighborhoods and
deliver them to the global market.
TMIP is a member-based organization in which diverse stakeholders from industry, government, academia, and local
neighborhoods participate and collaborate. Maximizing the resources and capabilities possessed by member companies and
the assets of Tokyo’s Otemachi, Marunouchi, and Yurakucho neighborhoods (collectively known as the Otemachi, Marunouchi
and Yurakucho area), it provides support for the business creation process from the formation of teams for collaboration
through validation of idea feasibility. The goal is the creation of global innovation and businesses to solve social issues that
cannot be solved by one company alone.
TMIP creates an environment that makes it easier to achieve the projects of member companies by hosting workshops and
events to form an interactive community of members and by implementing initiatives to ease regulations and other measures.
Working with partners, including innovation facilities and groups, venture capital, universities and research institutions, and
government bodies in the Otemachi, Marunouchi and Yurakucho area as well as advisors in possession of cutting-edge
expertise, TMIP is providing comprehensive support for innovation creation.

Tokyo Marunouchi Innovation Platform (TMIP)
https://www.tmip.jp/en/
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Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs / Initiatives

Our Action
Key Theme 4

Resilience

Dynamic, flexible urban development
that builds disaster-resilient communities
and prioritizes safety and security

Information Delivery Testing Conducted Utilizing Disaster
Dashboard 3.0 Assuming an Earthquake Directly Beneath Tokyo
As part of disaster preparedness efforts in the Otemachi, Marunouchi, and Yurakucho districts (collectively known as the
Otemachi, Marunouchi and Yurakucho area), Mitsubishi Estate conducted a verification test of Disaster Dashboard 3.0 during
January 2020 in collaboration with Chiyoda-ku, railway and bus operators, and building management.
Many commuters are expected to be stranded in the area if an earthquake occurs directly underneath the capital. The test
was implemented to verify the usefulness of the next-generation disaster preparedness centers*1 established in the Otemachi,
Marunouchi and Yurakucho area to help in working together with Chiyoda-ku to deal with stranded commuters. The test was
conducted to deliver live footage of the area and text information from the Chiyoda-ku Emergency Response Headquarters and
the disaster preparedness centers in four languages (English, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as TV news using
approximately 100 digital signage boards of the Marunouchi Vision broadcast network. The test was also conducted to stream
vacancy information on facilities that receive stranded commuters as well as the content above through an online version (two
types: general use, emergency response agency use).
While Mitsubishi Estate has already signed an agreement with Chiyoda-ku to receive stranded commuters in the Otemachi,
Marunouchi and Yurakucho area, going forward, the company aims to achieve information hub functionality at the
next-generation disaster preparedness centers and build a framework that enables streamlined information sharing via ICT
technologies in case of an earthquake directly beneath the capital. The company also promotes consideration of how ripple
effects can be made to affect surrounding areas in order to further strengthen disaster preparedness.
*1 Disaster preparedness centers intended to further enhance disaster contingency plans in the Otemachi, Marunouchi and Yurakucho area as detailed in the Urban
Redevelopment Security Plan (explained later*2). In the event of a disaster, these centers provide wide area information and local information as needed to
stranded commuters and emergency response agencies via information hub functionality to support rescue efforts of injured individuals and handling of stranded
commuters. These centers could also be used for human interaction with emergency response agencies and emergency drills in the area at ordinary times.
*2 At the Otemachi-Marunouchi-Yurakucho Area Urban Redevelopment Security Plan Conference in March 2015, the plan of the same name was approved and
launched. Revisions such as information hub functionality were added in March 2019.

Provision of Information Regarding Shelter Location,
Operation, and Occupancy
The digital signage version enables access to information such as location, operation,
and occupancy of shelter facilities by scanning the URL from the 2D barcode, thereby
assisting stranded commuters to find and select facilities on their own.

Scan

Disaster Dashboard 3.0 digital signage version
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View on a smartphone or maps app

Please visit the following website for details of initiatives relating to Key Theme 4: Resilience.
https://www.mec.co.jp/e/sustainability/goals/resilience/

Disaster Resilient Urban Development Leveraging Collaboration
Between Mitsubishi Estate Residence and Academia
Mitsubishi Estate Residence and Kyorin University are collaborating on disaster prevention initiatives, contemplating what
universities, local governments, and businesses can do to develop contingency plans for the local communities. Together with
Portland State University in the U.S., Kyorin University has worked on the Disaster Resilient Urban Development fieldwork
program since 2017 in the Sanriku region affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake and in Tokyo in preparation for an
earthquake directly striking the capital. A part of this program entailed a tour in June 2019 of a condominium in Kanade no
Mori, a residential district offered by Mitsubishi Estate Residence in Narashino, Chiba Prefecture. At this location, visitors studied
the efforts by the Mitsubishi Estate Group and shared ideas on urban development focusing on disaster resilience. The
company also held a workshop where local residents were invited to the university to work together and discuss disaster
contingency plans for the town.
In February 2020, a disaster contingency partnership agreement was signed as a way to further enhance disaster
preparedness. In addition to emergency drills, workshops, and lectures, this initiative resulted in greater collaboration in the
form of English versions of disaster preparedness tools designed for foreign nationals living in Japan, such as Sonaeru Drill (a
disaster preparedness workbook) and Sonaeru Karuta (a disaster preparedness card game).
In order to build disaster-resilient communities, an approach articulated in Resilience, one of the Key Themes of the
Mitsubishi Estate Group 2030 Goals for SDGs, the Group collaborates with its partners on disaster preparedness initiatives and
promotes disaster resilient communities and urban development.

Industry and academia partnership agreement
signing ceremony

Portland State University-Kyorin University fieldwork
(Sharing Mitsubishi Estate Group initiatives)

The English version of Sonaeru Drill was released to the general public on March 9, 2020.

The Park House disaster preparedness program (Japanese only)
https://www.mecsumai.com/bousai/
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